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The Next Step in
Bevel Gear Metrology
Hermann ,J. Sladtfeld
n recent years, gear inspection require- ! features a state-of-the-art combination of digital
ment have changed considerably, but I tooth contact imaging. high-speed single flank
testing and 3-D, structure-borne noise analysis. Its
inspection methods have barely kept pace.
mechanical construction is based on the c)-axis
The gap is especially noticeable in bevel
Phoernx® free-form concept (Fig. 1).
gears, who e geometry has always made testing
Extensive analysis has shown that in roll tessthem a complicated. expensive and. time-consuming, the quality of the results greatly depends on
ing process. Present roll test methods for determiffing flank form and quality of gear sets are the precision of the setup (Refs. 1,3). Solid-wall,
hard.ly applicable to bevel gears at all, and the ribbed cast iron machine frame and spindle housings, preloaded roller bearings on slide ways and
time, expense and sophistication required for
optimally located linear scales and angular
coordinate measurement has limited its use to gear
encoders were used to ensure the highest precision
development, with only sampling occurring durand stiffness. Hypoid offset (Y or "V"), pinion
ing production.
cone (X or "H") and gear cone (Z or "G"), as well
The Glea on Works has developed an innovaas the shaft angle (8 or "a") can be changed. A
tive bevel and cylindrical gear tester which
addresses these issues .. The Phoenix@ 500 HCT
shaft angle adjustment between zero and 90°
enables the Hcr~testing of cylindrical as well as
allows a performance-related
forecast of the qualbevel. gears. All. axes can be adjusted during testity of a gear set and delivers data for tooth geometry corrections. The first of these new machines ing. Together with a gear torque of 72 ftIIbs .. or
WO Nm (144 ft/lbs. or 200 Nm optional) and pinwere delivered ill December.
ion speeds up to 3,000 rpm, this enables simulaNew Test Concept for Gears
tion of critically noisy situations in the vehicle.
The Phoeni.x® 500 HCT (Hypoid Cylindrical
During actual operation of a transmission, the
Tester) wa developed to determine the behavior
gear axes are translated and the shaft angle is
of a gear set under load and at realistic speed
deflected ..Optimization of the pinion cone in such
before mounting it in the vehicle. The machine
a deflected position can be accomplished while
under torque loading. The result is a pinion
Single Flank
mounting distance for the load-free, undeflected
Gear Encoder
Gear Rorarion
Pinion Rotation
state. During the pinion cone search under load
with adjusted (deflected) X. Yand a settings, the
backlash is kept constant. Because pinion speeds
of up to 3,000 rpm require adequate lubrication
during cycles, a flow of oil is periodically directSingle flank:
ed on the gear mesh. Four-quadrant operation
Pinion Encoder
ensures realistic test cycles simulating drive condinons, Dri ve and. coast sides can be tested. in the
arne direction of rotation, with positive or negative brake torque. Conventional testing using forware! and reverse rotation is also possible.
In the 500 HCT tester, the chucking cylinders
are not attached to the rear of the spindles by
rotary joints, which would cause vibration, but are
integrated in the spindles between the bearings. A
newly developed lightweight construction concept delivers a low-vibration spindle with mini!Fig.] - LocUion of the maln component of the universal RCT concept.
mum inertia. All setup work, such as installing
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me draw rod, can be done conve-

and fasrening

nienlly from the machine's work area. The linear
Z-axis. which moves the gear axially, has a
spring-loaded. ball-screw nUL. which prevents
damage to the spindle in case of top-on-top interference during the Z- lide advance for me hing.
When the pindle nut is displaced by uch an
interference. a proximity witch i tripped. initiating withdrawal of the Z-axi lide • rotation of the
pinion and a repeated mesh attempt This rnechani m i also used to set backlash by advancing the
Z-axi to a metal-to-metal pesnien.followed by a
defined withdrawal of the gear lide. All' lides are
fiued with direct linear measuring ysiem • so thai.
the effective position of the Z-axis slide is always
known, even when the ball-screw nut is di placed.
The fact thill. the gear lide i loaded again I. a
spring also enables compo ite te Ling. A ingle
revolution of the gear with double-flank contact i
sufficienl. '(0 determine the face runout of the gear,
shaft

runout

of

the pini n and an

optimized

gear

(with guaranteed minimum
backlasb]. U face runout and haft ninout exceed
predetermined
tolerances. the gear el will be
rejected right al the beginning of the te t, and the
causeattributed to pillion or gear will be displayed
on the creen.
For designation of the machine axes Y, X, Z
and B, the traditional gear testing axisnemenelature, V. H. 0 and a. has been chosen as the best

fig ...2-

compromise

sis of

mounling

position

between

Gleason's

traditional

desig-

nati n (E, P. G and a) and the common worldwide de ignations (V, H and '1).
All. test and measurements on the 500 Her
te ter can. be performed 011 cylindrical gears as
wen a on bevel gears. Thi mean d18t parallelaxi gears for applieation where deflection
nd
noi e are critical can be te ted for tooth contact
pattern, trucrure-borne :noi e and tmn_mi sian
error, just as bevel gears. can.
Laboratory and Production Floor Use
The 500 HCT measuring and testing machine
is not

only a

mea urement 1001for

high-precision

the laboratory.

bUI

the production

environment

al

a 100% inspection tool for

0

or for quality control.

It i incorrect to assume that a production lest can
be less precise and hould be without advanced
mea! uremeru and analy is features . Today' . quality . tandards

demand

te ling machine

a full-featured

production

that brings lab testing abilities to

the shop floor. The laboratory

investigation

can

establish the combination of criteria to be fulfilled
by an individual gear set in order to pass acceptance
ment

in

the vehicle.

related
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Gear Revolutions
Measur~l!l-cnl lind slmdu!"e of datu processing for single nank tests.

necessarily

beforehand if criteria forall
three test types can be established or if it is mandatory to do so.
Wtis qu.ite pas iole, for instance. thaI. the analyevident

vibrations

housing

a gear set transmits

of the testing machine

correlation

to the pindle

doe n

t

reveal a

with the noi e in the vehicle. The noi e

levels of a "quiet' gear set may well. be higher on
the testing machine than those of a "loud" gear. ]'0
lhi case, the single flank test or a combination of
ing!e flank test and structure-borne noise analysis
will provide a criterion for testing,
Automatic
laboratory.
contact
For

test cycles

are nOI. required

and digital image detection

pattern is only necessary

optimum

in the

of the tooth

in certain cases.

use in the liaboralory, the 500 HCT

has an operator

panelthat

pivots 90° and houses

two color monitors .. all hardware control and an
electronic handwheel. Wlljle tests and experiments are carried out. the gear et and panel boll!
can be conveniently
viewed from one position,
The handwheel can be switched to move an axis or
to rotate the pinion. Thu • the impleand practical
handling of the old mechanical testers i being
realized for the first time in a CNC tester, This
ea e of use means an enormous increase in effectiveness. In production testing, tile electrcnic
handwheel can be used for setup. III automatic
operation. the panel may be pi voted back to be
flu h with the machine front.

!Dr. Hermann

J. Sta.dtfe!ld
is the direetor of
rest'areh and development at lilt' Olt'a.rolf
Wor..cr.Rochester; NY.
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All options

and features

tion use. Specific
components

structure-borne

below are

in both laboratory and producsoftware and electronic hard-

equally important
ware

described

for single

flank

noise analysis

testing

and

wilh full-time resolution corresponding

measurement
Behind

Circular

Heidenhain

ERA

angular

with 18,000 lines are integrated
units of the Paoenix

OOaI1d is 20 MHz, allowing

with a time re elution of 50 n .

3-D Structure-Borne

will be discussed

encoders

into the spindle

500 HCT behind the froru

Noise Analysis

the front spindle

ters capable of measuring

Single Flank Analysis

three dimensions

encoders.

signals

accelerome-

next to

are mounted

heads 'Of the angular
independent

covers,

vibration components

are available

for structure-borne

and the front spindle bearing is optimal, based on

analysis.

testing machines

Abbe's

structure-born

and the use of a positive

into the spindle housing
pressurized
damage

of the encoders

atmosphere

protects

inside the spindle housings

them

against

All wires are located

and 'contamination,

10 prevent interference

in the work area and accidental

damage.

Behind

the circular front cover, the encoder reading head
is positioned

at an angle to eliminate

ative vibrations

all linear rel-

between the head and the encoder

disk, thus preventing

corruption

results. Both spindles

(pinion

of measurement
and gear) are

COII-

structed identically.
The new generation

a current

transmit

angular
signal

encoders
as

do not

conventional

encoders do. Instead they send a voltage signal to
the

(called "IVB" instead of
as in older systems). This allows twice

digitizing

"EXE,"

the conventional

unit

data transmission

rate between

the reading head and rvB of I MHz (Fig. 2. top),

Conventional

vibration

three

from both pin-

ion and gear housing

The integration

in

the reader

Therefore,

end plates. Their Iocation between the gear/pinion
principle.

pindle ~

speed of 3,333 rpm. The transmission speed between
[VB and the counter

later (Ref. 2).
High-Speed

to

noise
analyze

noise by mea .uring only the radial

near the front gear bearings.

the front bearings

However,

of a tester. similar to the bear-

ings of a gear in a gearbox,
and axial. vibrations

transmit

both radial

gear et

from the rotating

the housing. TIle Phoenix

500 HCT wa

to capture-all

of structure-borne

components

in order to parallel

reality as closely

10

designed
noise

as possible.

Since the pinion as well as the gear can induce and
transmit

vibrations,

both

spindles

are equipped

with 3-D accelerometers.
As shown in Fig. 3 (top right), the axial pinion
vibrations are measured in the direction of the X
axis. The vibration signals in the Y and Z direction
can be added as vector
ponent

to obtain the radial com-

+ S/]I(2).

== [S/

(Srndial

Regardless

of the

in which the largest radial signal Sradial
occurs, it is automatically found with a simple cal-

direction

culation, This is important,
the

maximum

between

radial

designs

and even

gear sets. The slightest
sensor operating

since the orientation

vibration

differs

between

of

slightly
individual

variation can cause a fixed

in only one dimension

insensitive

to even significant

directions.

The

vibrations

to become
in other

ensor on the gear side measures

the axial vibrations

in the direction

The radial vibrations

are calculated

of the Z axis.
from the equa-

tion given above.
Digital

Image

RecogJlJtion

or

Tooth Contact Pattern
Even with CNC testers, unattended
Fast Fourier
Transformation

~_z

been possible

Only when both the po ition and form of the tooth

(10FT)

contact pattern were assumed
able, and documentation

W
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Axial

testing has

only under very limited conditions.
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tion testing was not required,
test. been possible.

10

be always accept-

of the pattern in produchas a fully automatic

Again setting a new

tandard,

the Phoenix 500 HCT employs two video cameras
for the automatic

recognition

of the contact pattern

011 both the drive and the coast side .

The cameras
and can

are mounted

be pivoted

inside the chamber

in two directions.

During

setup, manual pivoting of the cameras ensures that
Fig. 3 - Strt!!'l'ure-bQrne noise analysis measurement in
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3-n lind data

processing .

the gear segment

investigated

coincides

with the

center screen portion; thus, the oi lance and position of the me
exactly

ured object

reproducible

mea uring

to the camern

without

equipment.

the use of

The video

their data to an image processor

Video Cameras

are

pedal,

cameras

send

board (Fig. 4).

which delivers a data file with binary lnformation.
allowing

256 different

The problem ofoil

shade,

of gray per pixel.

mist ob curing the view of the

has been solved by a r.mit that remove

cameras

no

the oil, leaving
and applies

mit

dirty compound

marking

compound

behind,

with a rotational

bru h to the teeth. To save time. thi i done while
the gears are rolling together.
Image

,data computation

redefine

video image of Ihe picture of a gear
3-D information.

po

the

tile 2-D
egment into'

To quickJy and precisely

ition of a tooth and its outline

tooth was previously

ill

is transformed
Subsequently

the picture

coordinate

system

the video image.

pixel

within the tooth

to tooth surface coordinates, The contact information of all '.eeLlt
investigated is, superimposed on oaetoeth, resultiog in enly one contact panern image each for the
drive and coast sides in wllich (he influence of
lighl reflections and camera viewingaJ1gle
is
largely eliminated.

contact pattemare

mapped

Fig. 4. -

ontad

syslem 'b)1video image' PI"OCeS!lJng,

ru.ognilionl

. ubscrlpl Functlens
Steps

Il

r-

Premesh Position (Gear Cone Retracted)

Tooth contact patterns obtained by video in this
I

way

can be di

played

in

color

te

the contact

is com-

pattern

information

obtained

or the

Test
lind SpeciaWOptions
Design

In de igning the

Her

operating

effort was made to develop

program

al, modular
maximum

tl'exibility

determining
function
ture

test

. The

in a te

routines

or

t cycle.

or "modules"

data c ntalmog

The summary

all information

be

Run Test (Four Qurulranl Conditions)
Set Contact Load

......

!

""""I!!II"

12 17

9 13

18

--I
Fig. 5 -

1

E

-" E
III:

Remove Lubricant

Apply Marking Compound
Take Video [mnge ·of Conrnct

-

23

SlOP Test

24

Pan Load P~ilion

Mod!!l!If sLruduN of nCT tester op_eralion sortW!Lre.
testing time •. either all measure-

ment te ts al agiven

on the gear design

ctI

F-------------~~------~I~
Location n (Const!lnt Back.lash)
CI)

,191

axis position

or the same

tests at all axi position can be grouped together
'10 organize the cycle. II i pos ible, for in tanc • 1.0'
perform a ingle flank test, a. noi e analysis and a
contact pattern recognition

fmml.he . ummary.

cycle in the first acceptable

order of operations

Vibration Analysis

~

Move to

pecific cycle. The
comprising a cycle is determmed by dIe script commands; all data is taken

to be tested as well as on the

Single Flank Test

~

Apply Lubricant

To minimize

neces-

i a. et of te

-i1

Set TeM Load

22

sary data directly from the test: Ilmmary to which
each i. interfaced,

81

script

Th.ey can
take th

E ....

user in

caned up in random order and as often as desired.
The script functions

II 16

for

The e and m3l'lY

function.

B_OC_k_I~_S_h_W_i_ili_~_ro_w

5

have been made into stand-

cript

10 IS 21

7

en

in Fig. 5 lists a sub et of the bask fea-

required

6

univer-

which allow
cycle

14 20

E """"
::::I

software, great

for the individual

appropriate

more ba it feature
alone

truemre.

4'

>"as

,eyel.

a completely

~r-

I)

Average i.lUCkJOloh

latistical quality control.

Modular

Advance to Mesh (Location

3

t run.

pared to 'infonnalion for a master gear. The patterns are stored. together willi the acoustic and
geometrical test results and can be used for docu-

of

2'

the screen of the

01'1

HCT te ter and archived. In the autnmatic

mentation

Actual Contact

ConIllCI

This virtual tooth

generated.

the machine

it matches wirh

and rotared until

Master

locate

, a virtual

for the drive and coast

ide in axi position ## J and to make (he same test
in position

#2. This

allows

terminatien

o:f the

axis position.
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Closed

Loop Between

The funning

to the vehicleas

an excitation

tem. The various
body amplify
excitation.
vibrations

or attenuate

As the vehicle

set

provides

a. total acoustic sys-

components

of suspension

and

(Fig. 6. top). Operation

information

ignals

from the vehi-

cle, such as speed, torque, load and ratio. if available, can also be input to the portable

computer.

the amplitude

of the
these

During the road test. the driver hits a push button

which

at the very moment he objects to a noise. This may

in turn. transmit these structure-borne

vibrations

to

i.e .• sound ..The rise and fall of
are the perceived

these excited resonances

together with the accelerometer

computer.

speed changes,

excite certain vehicle resonances,

airborne vibrations,

height of the driver, and its signal is fed to the

Vehicle and Tester
of the gear

vibration

sound

occur several times in differing
Pressing

the button

the recorded

All

a

adds

driving situations.

time-related

mark to

information.

in the vehicle as it passes through a resonant. "noise
period." The amplitude and duration ofthese noise
periods are functions of the entire vehicle system,

tom). Subsequently,

although

in the tester, using the same speed and torque as

changes

to the excitation

set) can cause improvement
noise amplitudes
ornetime

(gear

overall. The acoustic

transmitted

be dramatically

source

by the vehicle

can

different from the char-

results

analyzing

existed

are transmitted

the same gear set is analyzed

when the test driver indicated

H. 00 and a

directions

objection-

will be simulated

in

by using a strategy

of

acteristics of the gear set alone. but the relationship

search that leads to the most significant

remains just a function

results, The levels of the previously

between

the gear set and

cal frequency

the ear of the driver (Ref. 4).
In order to establish
quantify

correction

the transmission

guidelines.

function

Of

to

of structure-

numerical

bands will then be tran miuedas

ver had given.

sets and test drives,

oped as a_nadditional

tool for use with the Phoenix
equipped

for mea-

established

suring structure-borne

or airborne noise is carried

gear

the road test. One

depending

accelerometers,

each emitting

Of

two

up to three orthog-

onal signals, are mounted near the gear and pinion
bearings.

A microphone

i installed

at the ear

from

sets

will

testing.
provide

program

gear

can be

for u e in

a degree

of certainty,

tolerances.

which

has never been reached by past methods.
In laboratory

operation,

drive will be sufficient
quencies.

results of just one test

to calculatecorrective

from

val-

the objectionable

fre-

the levels of the first three harmonics

the tooth mesh frequency

and their sideband

calculation

flank: modifications.

of fourth-order

well as the simulated
correction
Structure-Borne
Noise Signal

scheme

Use of more rhan 20

on user-manipulated

ues for production.
Road Test

at least four different
a valuation

by the statistical

100% production

in the vehicle

during

e alua-

tion and will be labeled with the grade the test dri-

borne noi e and deduce a quality criterion from it,

500 Her. A laptop computer

vibration

known criti-

values into a file for statistical

a mobile "sound analysis

system" is being devel-

to the

of the HCT tester (fig. 6. bot-

computer

able noise. Axis deformations
V,

by diskette

axis deformations

of the tooth contact

of
for
as

for initial

pattern

location,

will be used a a trigger for correction,
Airborne
Noi 'e Signal

Conclusion and Outlook
500 HCT tester represent

The Phoenix

next step in thetesting
Load and Speed Information

In the seventies.
to use single
noise

frequency

many gear manufacturers
flank

analysis.

showing

and measurement
testing

]t was

the

of gears.
started

and structure-borne

assumed

that

gear

ets

small amplitudes

above the tooth me h

and its multiple

would run quietly. In

too many cases, realiry wa different,
ture conclusion

that dynamic

The prema-

measuring

methods

are unsuitable

to indicate vehicle noise re ulted in

the continued

practice

of roll testing gear sets on

manual testers and of relying on the auditory opinion of the operator. The operator
CNC Controller and
Noise Analysis System

pay attention

was often a feedback
What was realized

Fig, 6 -
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tions,

was told what to

to in critical cases. This information
from the vehicle concerned.
there. under simple condi-

was an admittedly

subjective,

but quite

c

c

~
~

o

Fig..1-

GI

B de\'elopmenl S)

tem fur bevel ,lind h),puidgear.i.

sophisticated acoustic measurement The operator
at the manual te ling machine look many factors
into account, including different harmonic vibration • their ide band" changes from drive to coast
ami whining noi e during peed-up or slow-down.
All these fa tors generally re ulted from feedback
from the vehicle te l. After the test, the e perienced
operator checked the tooth c nta t pattern for
acceptable appearance. 1'he clas ical single flank
lest of the seventies could by no means be subsututed for the abundance of information an experienced operator could absorb and evaluate during a
test cycle of only ,3 few seconds. .ar more sensitive
instrumentation and - phisticated evaJu tion techniques, as are offered in the Phoenix. are neces a..ry
to cover and quantify all, the jrnpertant 'relevant
phenomena. The chief advantage or the new 'ystern, however. lies in achieving objective results to
be compared against exact. consistent criteria.
Feedback from tile gearbox. wllich in the best
ClI e is obtained when mourned in the final prodUCI, is indispensable.
even when the objective
measurement using the 500 HCTis made. Optimal gear development and ptoduction testing
will be po ible with the 5001HCT in the future
(Ref.5). The chan in Fig. 7 how!> the Hers
important function along with coordinate mea. urement, The duplication of ba: ic geometry and
the detection of heat treatment distortion is the
ta k of coordinate mea urement. All ta k reIat-

cd to the "fine luning" of the tooth form (with
respect 10.running performance and geometry)
are the domain of (he new tester. From the lest
results. changes of the (oath contact pattern posilion as well as higher order flank form correction . may be calculated as necessary to correct
mesh interferences. 0,
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